This paper describes a new type of MCA (Micro Channel Array) for simultaneous multipoint measurement of cellular network. Presented MCA is designed for advanced neural network analysis which has been studied by co-authors using 64ch MEA (Micro Electrode Arrays) system. First of all, sucking and clamping of cells through channels of developed MCA is expected to improve electrophysiological signal detections. Electrophysiological sensing electrodes integrated around individual channels of MCA are electrically isolated for simultaneous multipoint measurement.
Perforated microelectrode arrays for parallel recording of neural activity are reported by U. Egert's group. Via holes in their device are for efficient superfusion and stabilization pH in the tissue, while channels of our MCA are for sucking. This paper proposes 64ch isolated MCA integrated with sucking holes and electrodes for simultaneous multipoint measurement of cellular network. Figure 1 illustrates schematic drawing of 64ch isolated MCA. Advancements from previous MCA are as follows: 1) Platinum black as electrode for larger surface area; 2) Parylene as insulator for high biocompatibility.
The 64ch isolated MCA is developed based on the MEA system by Jimbo's group. They have obtained remarkable research achievements through neuronal recording and stimulation system by the MEA system. The 64ch isolated MCA is designed to improve sensitivity by sucking and fixing cell on electrode. Sucking by MCA will solve a difficulty in signal detection of cell which easily separates from electrode. Figure 2 shows photographs of fabricated 64ch isolated MCA. Whole view of 64ch isolated MCA is shown in Fig. 2 (a) . 64 isolated Pt-black electrodes with respective sucking holes are shown in Fig. 2 (b) . The diameter of suction hole and insulator hole are Φ 5 µm and Φ 10 µm, respectively (Fig. 2 (c) ). It was possible to obtain lower electrode impedance (around 80 kΩ at 1 kHz) by fabricated Ti/Pt-black electrode. Figure 3 shows experimental results from major four channels could measure spontaneous action potential of rat's cortical slice simultaneously. The amplifier settings were 2,000 times gain, 10 Hz and 5 kHz band path filtering. Measured extracellular spike level was around 150 µV and response time was for a few milliseconds. Our 64ch isolated MCA could measure spontaneous action potential of the slice at multiple points simultaneously.
As the next step for cellular network analysis, we could culture the hippocampal neurons on developed MCA for 7 DIV (Days in vitro). Given the results described here, further studies of single cells and cellular networks are now underway by using developed MCA with Pt-black electrodes for cellular network analysis. Presented MCA employing the measurement principles of the patch-clamp technique is designed for advanced neural network analysis which has been studied by co-authors using 64ch MEA (Micro Electrode Arrays) system. First of all, sucking and clamping of cells through channels of developed MCA is expected to improve electrophysiological signal detections.
Electrophysiological sensing electrodes integrated around individual channels of MCA by using MEMS (Micro Electro
Mechanical System) technologies are electrically isolated for simultaneous multipoint measurement. In this study, we tested the developed MCA using the non-cultured rat's cerebral cortical slice and the hippocampal neurons. We could measure the spontaneous action potential of the slice simultaneously at multiple points and culture the neurons on developed MCA. Herein, we describe the experimental results together with the design and fabrication of the electrophysiological MEMS device with MCA for cellular network analysis. 
